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Not only stylish, it is also incredibly competent. It contains 
both a Z-Wave chip and a 433MHz transmitter. Just as with its 
predecessors, it is compatible with a variety of devices on the 
market which already exists in many users’ home.

Installation is admirably simple and all configuration is done in 
our web-interface Telldus Live! Here you can set up everything 
that you want the system to do for you. All schedules and 
events are also stored locally in the gateway. So should the 
internet connection disappear, your smart home will be up and 
running as usual.

GATEWAY TZNET LITE

PLUG-IN SWITCH ON/OFF

SENSOR SWITCH MAGNETIC

SENSOR SWITCH MAGNETIC STRIP

Technical data
Range                                                    ca 30m (free sight)
Protection class                                                         IP20
Frequency                              868 42MHz (EU) + 433 92MHz (TX)
Power supply                                           5V/1A USB-adapter
Z-Wave chip                                                         500 Plus

Technical data
Range                                                                 ca 30m (free sight)
Protection class                                                                     IP20
Frequency                                           868 42MHz (EU) + 433 92MHz (TX)
Power supply                                       1pcs 3 6V 1/2AA battery (included)
Z-Wave chip                                                                      500 Plus

Technical data
Range                                            ca 30m (free sight)
Maximum load                                         2300W / 10A
Frequency                                           868 42MHz (EU)
Power supply                                           230V~ 50Hz
Z-Wave chip                                                 500 Plus

Logistics data
Item number                                                         311910
EAN-13                                                       7330985119101
Quantity in retail pack (box)                                            1pcs
Quantity in inner pack (box)                                            6pcs
Quantity in outer pack (box)                                           12pcs

Logistics data
Item number                                                                      311913
EAN-13                                                                    7330985119132
Quantity in retail pack (box)                                                         1pcs
Quantity in inner pack (box)                                                         6pcs
Quantity in outer pack (box)                                                       24pcs

Logistics data
Item number                                                                      312297
EAN-13                                                                    7330985122972

Logistics data, French plug
Item number                                                 311914
EAN-13                                               7330985119149
Quantity in retail pack (box)                                    1pcs
Quantity in inner pack (box)                                    6pcs
Quantity in outer pack (box)                                   24pcs

Logistics data, German plug
Item number                                                 311912
EAN-13                                               7330985119125
Quantity in retail pack (box)                                    1pcs
Quantity in inner pack (box)                                    6pcs
Quantity in outer pack (box)                                   24pcs

The plug contains the latest Z-Wave technology with the 
ability to control on/off in lights and other electronic 
equipment up to 2300W. Due to the Z-Wave technology, 
the plug may be used as a repeater for the whole Z-Wave 
network. 

It is designed to accommodate two plugs into a standard 
2-gang socket outlet, which has been next to impossible 
with plugs of other makes.

The plug is very easy to install and integrate into our 
smart systems - Telldus Live! On the side of the outlet 
there is a small LED indicator that displays the status. 
But you can choose to turn off the indicator if you want 
it not to be lit.

Available with both German and French plug type.

Only

78mm
tall

This magnet sensor contains the latest Z-Wave technology with the ability 
to remotely control other Z-wave units available in your network. The fact 
that it is battery operated and so small you can virtually place it anywhere 
you want – on doors, windows or drawers, without the need of wiring. 
Screw or tape up the holder and then click the sensor in place. Done!

The sensor is designed to be seen as little as possible and we have made 
it significantly smaller than other sensors. It consists of two parts that 
will merge into a stylish unit when the sensor is closed. 

We are constantly on the look-out for new and innovative products. Sensative’s ultra-slim 
magnetic strip is such. Just below 3mm thick will it fit in every window, door or drawer and 
will almost be invisble once installed. Fully compatible with Telldus Z-Wave products.

For more information about this product, visit sensative.com.

Only

2.98mm
thick

Telldus is a Swedish brand for people who wants to live their lives smarter. 
Our world is rapidly changing into an arena where the Internet of Things 
will be more and more important  We maintain insights of these fast 
changing needs and turn them into functional features and customer 
values  Our mission is to always try creating the easiest smart life 
solutions for our customers  

Our Swedish heritage sets us apart and makes us different  Influenced 
by light and nature we create clean and functional design  Combine this 
with an innovative technology and you will have a smart experience 
beyond today’s standard  Our customers wants to live smarter  

We let them!

Welcome to the world of Telldus!


